INTRODUCTION TO SKILLSLOCKER

TAZE WESTERN SKILLSLOCKER

Introduction for TAFE Western Staff
What is it?

SkillsLocker is a web based mobile application developed by TAFE NSW. It enables students to capture and provide evidence of their learning and skills for both RPL and assessment purposes using devices such as smart phone, iPad or Computer.

How it assists teaching

Students can capture evidence of their work samples and have them verified by an employer or supervisor, and send to the facilitator/assessor for review.

- Skills Locker information is synchronized across all devices that a student or teacher uses.
- Unit of Competency information is prepopulated from training.gov.au
- A supervisor, if required, can sign to verify evidence on mobile devices
- Teachers are able to upload supporting resources to each Unit including notes, links to existing websites, assessment documents and guides
- A messaging system to enable communication between teacher and student during the evidence gathering and assessment process
- An ability to export as a package a Unit of Competence and associated files as HTML or PDF for record keeping purposes

What do I need?

- Your DEC User name and password
- Link to SkillsLocker: https://skillslocker.com.au
- List of units that you plan to assess and validated evidence requirements

Getting started

- There is a full set of user guides and help documentation to assist teachers and students get started within the SkillsLocker site. Sign in and go to the ‘Training info’ tab.